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Claudiu-Lucian TOPOR * 
 
 

Romania’s Royal Legation in Germany before 1914** 
 
 
 
 
Shortly after the conclusion of the Berlin Congress, ignoring the conditions 

imposed by the Peace Treaty, Romania hastened to perfect the tools necessary for 
interaction within the international system, as a full member. A law voted by the 
Parliament on February 14/26, 1879, redefined “diplomatic representation” 
according to the international position earned at the end of the war of 
independence. Romania’s diplomatic missions were raised to the rank of legation, 
which were bodies oriented (just like diplomatic agencies and consulates general) 
according to the competences of representing Romania’s sovereignty and its 
interests abroad, as well as the ability to intervene in the economic, legal or notarial 
domain. Simultaneously with the law, an extended structure of representation on 
the European scene was developed, which provided for the establishment of 
legations in Athens, Berlin, Belgrade, Constantinople, London, Paris, Petersburg, 
Rome and Vienna1.  

Within this continental network, the Royal Legation of Romania in Berlin 
appeared as a privileged destination for the aspirants to high ranks of foreign 
policy. It was driven propelled by the importance acquired by Germany in 
Romania’s security strategy. After 1878, Bismarck’s Reich remained the only 
European power capable of guaranteeing Romania’s integrity in the face of the 
“ambitions” of Russian policy in the Balkans and Eastern Europe. The same power 
with hegemonic aspirations on the continent had the last word on the form and 
content of Romania’s accession to the Central European defensive system. As a 
result of France’s (and indirectly Great Britain’s) distancing from Romania’s 
imperatives regarding its territorial security, the decision-makers in the Romanian 
policy sought the attachment to the Triple Alliance system based on the priority of 
the “agreements” with Germany. In order to feel truly allied with the “main great 

 
* PhD in History, professor, Faculty of History, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, Romania; 
claudiulucian@yahoo.com. 
** The author is grateful to the Romanian Ministry of Research, Innovation and Digitization, Program 
1 – Development of the national RD system, Subprogram1.2 – Institutional Performance – RDI 
excellence funding projects, Contract no. 11PFE/30.12.2021, for its financial support. 
1 Dinu C. Giurescu, Rudolf Dinu, Laurenţiu Constantiniu, Romanian Diplomacy. An Illustrated 
History 1862-1947, Bucureşti, MO, 2010. See Overview (by Dinu C. Giurescu), p. 69. 
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power” of Europe, Romania complied with German Chancellor Otto von 
Bismarck’s request to sign a treaty with Austria-Hungary and simultaneously, on 
the same date (October 30, 1883), another one requiring the signature of Germany2. 

Accepting ab initio the cardinal importance of the political vector in the 
organization of diplomatic relations from that era, a brief recollection of the then 
still-recent past of these ties would be justifiable. We thus note that Berlin, the city 
on the Spree, had become a reference capital on the map of Romanian diplomacy 
even before the recognition of its independence. The representation of Romanian 
interests in the landscape of the German world preceded the actual establishment of 
a diplomatic agency. Ioan Maiorescu had been accredited in August 1848 as a 
diplomat to the Parliament in Frankfurt aiming to gain support for the cause of the 
revolutionary government in Greater Walachia (Muntenia), and Ludovic Steege 
had visited Berlin a few years later to obtain Prussia’s adhesion to the issue of the 
double election of Prince Cuza3. Despite encouraging overtures, a proper 
diplomatic agency, the fifth after those opened in Constantinople, Paris, Belgrade 
or Vienna, would start operating in the German capital as late as May 1872. The 
context of its establishment touched somewhat on the ramifications of the 
Stroussberg affair, at a time when the railway commissariat based in Berlin had 
unofficially turned into a true diplomatic agency. Until March 1874, Romania’s 
diplomatic agent operated simultaneously at the Russian court, but once the 
diplomatic agency in Petersburg opened, accreditation in Germany only served the 
relations with the government in Berlin. Theodor Rosetti was officially appointed 
as the first diplomatic agent in Berlin, and history records the date of the first 
confidential report sent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: June 23, 18724. Even 
from the early years of activity, many prominent figures in the country’s political 
elite succeeded each other at the head of the Agency. Suffice it to mention the 
mandate of Nicolae Kretzulescu (December 15, 1873-May 1, 1876), holder of a 
PhD in medicine from the University of Paris in 1839, followed by the 

 
2 See in full, for an exceptional analysis of the historical context and the reasoned interpretations of 
the signed documents, historian Gh. Cliveti’s book, România şi Alianţele Germane 1879-1914, Iaşi, 
Junimea, 2015. 
3 Ludovic Steege had entered the diplomatic circles in 1857 during the reign of Nicolae Vogoride, the 
caimacam of Moldavia. He had been appointed to represent Moldova in Vienna at the debates within 
the Commission of the Riverine States. The readings completed as a scholar in France and the 
notebooks kept at the National Library (which often outline the image of the personality and reveal 
the thoughts of the historical figure) did not recommend him for the purposes of the diplomatic 
profession. After being appointed diplomatic agent at the courts of Berlin, Vienna and Saint 
Petersburg in 1869, Steege left diplomacy in 1870 citing family reasons. See Alexandru Istrate, 
Lecturile formative ale diplomatului Ludovic Steege, in Diplomaţie şi destine diplomatice în lumea 
românească (Paul Nistor, Adrian-Bogdan Ceobanu, coordinators), Târgovişte, Cetatea de Scaun, 
p. 177-185). See also Adrian Bogdan Ceobanu, Politică şi diplomaţie la sfârşitul secolului XIX. Din 
istoria relaţiilor româno-ruse (1878-1899), Iaşi, Editura Universităţii „Alexandru Ioan Cuza 
University”, 2017, p. 266. 
4 Gheorghe Căzan, Reprezentanţele diplomatice ale României, vol. I, (1859-1917), Bucureşti, Editura 
Politică, 1967, p. 219-223. 
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accreditation of Titu Maiorescu (May 1-July 2, 1876), the mentor of the Junimea 
literary circle in Iaşi. In this brief historical evocation of the agency, we cannot 
omit Alexandru Degré (August 26, 1976-February 13, 1878), doctor of law from 
the University of Jena (1862), a figure dedicated mainly to the legal career (former 
prosecutor and counsellor of the High Prosecutor’s Office at the Court of 
Cassation), author of studies with important echoes in Romanian doctrine and 
jurisprudence, or Gheorghe Vârnav-Liteanu, a diplomat who would become the 
first appointee of the future legation established on April 17, 18805. 

Following the penchant of some Romanian ministers towards the “German 
alliances” of the era, it could be assumed ipso facto that the exceptional importance 
of this diplomatic representation should be deduced from the very decision-making 
powers of King Carol I which reinforced the steadfast option of an orientation 
towards Berlin. As the monarch himself came from the noble House of 
Hohenzollern, he was supported in the decision-making mechanism by a small 
group that usually included high-ranking personalities who had been assigned a 
high confidence coefficient, such as the chair of the Council of Ministers and (or) 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Even more so, the same hypothesis would be 
supported if we take into account the fair observation that within the decision-
making group that steered Romania’s foreign policy, the pro-German component 
was more vocal, a fact that is detectable in the biography and skills of certain 
leaders with a German education background (Dimitrie A. Sturdza, Petre P. Carp, 
Titu Maiorescu)6. As a result of the monarch’s tendency to keep international 
commitments highly secret, the domestic diplomatic staff – except for the period of 
negotiating and perfecting the alliance with the Central Empires (June-October 
1883) – sent to the German capitals (Vienna and Berlin) required a different 
selection mechanism within which the “identification” of reliable co-workers 
required a training free from the knowledge of secret treaties. The fact that the 
Romanian diplomats were stuck in implementation actions was clearly manifested 
in the capitals of the German world (in Berlin par excellence) through an effective 
mechanism of freezing the circle of “initiates” (“knowers” of the “secrets” of 
politics from the past) visible in the circumstance that none of the heads of mission 
that succeeded Petre P. Carp in Vienna was informed any longer about the 
existence of the alliance treaty with the Dual Monarchy, and that, in Berlin, access 
to classified information was restricted only to the persons of Gheorghe Vârnav 
Liteanu (the minister plenipotentiary during the negotiations) and Alexandru 
Beldiman (head of the Political Division of the Ministry and attaché to the head of 
the I. C. Brătianu government during the Gastein negotiations). From the very 
beginning, the diplomatic corps was on a lower rung in the hierarchy of diplomatic 

 
5 Ibidem (see N. Adăniloaie, Berlin, p. 233). 
6 It is also true, as confirmed by the 1897 Diplomatic Yearbook, that the area of Germanophile 
representation in the Romanian diplomatic elite decreased after 1883. Only Alexandru Beldiman, 
Nicolae Mişu and Nicolae Filodor (close collaborators of D.A. Sturdza) could fit into this category. 
See Anuarul Ministerului Afacerilor Străine al României pe anul 1897, Bucureşti, 1897, p. 148.  
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negotiations, the primary role in the signing of the most important political 
agreement that guided Romania’s policy before the war going to Prime Minister 
Ion. C. Brătianu, to King Carol I and eventually to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
D. A Sturdza7. However, King Carol I showed a special interest in the evolution of 
Romanian representations abroad, focusing his attention on the legations that 
ensured the interface of communication with the great European powers (especially 
those operating in neighbouring empires, in Petersburg and Constantinople) but 
also on those from the capitals where governments allied to Romania operated – 
Berlin and Vienna. It does not seem at all to have been a coincidence that in the 
case of the Berlin Legation the monarch did not allow political interference or 
disturbances of any other nature in the appointment process, his choice being 
politicians or diplomats who unconditionally shared his geostrategic conceptions 
and who had already been initiated into the secrets of the security policy8. Of 
course, King Carol I used to weigh the appointments in Berlin carefully. At the 
beginning of 1880, with the elevation of the diplomatic agent to the status of 
minister plenipotentiary, he expressed doubts whether he was going to keep 
Gh. Vârnav - Liteanu, an intelligent, skillful and discreet diplomat, appreciated in 
Berlin, or appoint instead a minister meant to make a better impression due to age 
and experience. Vârnav Liteanu won the contest, remaining in Berlin until 1888, 
the year he was replaced by Grigore I. Ghica. The latter had rather stood out for his 
profile of a Francophile boyar than for his German-speaking predisposition. He 
was a cultured and erudite character. He was born in 1847 in Iasi and attended 
secondary and university studies in Paris, obtaining his Baccalaureate in Letters, 
Sciences and Law, then participating as a volunteer in the French army in the war 
of 1870 and attending the courses of the Metz War School. In 1874 he entered 
diplomacy (first class secretary of the Diplomatic Agency in Constantinople) and it 
appears that he had his first contacts with the German environment during the 
Berlin Congress, acting as secretary of the Romanian delegation9. Alexandru 
Beldiman’s portrait of an ardent Germanophile is of course in contrast to Grigore I. 
Ghica’s Francophone background. Starting from 1896 until the eve of Romania’s 
entry into the war, he led the Berlin Legation as envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary. He had become an experienced diplomat, being the descendant of 
a boyar family from Moldova. His father, Alexandru V. Beldiman, stood out as an 
ardent supporter of Prince Cuza, a declared partisan of the Union in 1859, later 
becoming a police prefect. His mother, Emma Callimaki, was a discreet character, 

 
7 Rudolf Dinu, Diplomaţia Vechiului Regat 1878-1914. Studii, Bucureşti, 2014. See in detail the 
chapter I: Diplomaţia Vechiului Regat 1878-1914: management, obiective, evoluţie, p. 20-23, as well 
as p. 28-29 şi 40-44.  
8 Ibidem. See chapter III: Elita diplomatică a Vechiului Regat (1878-1914). Un profil incomplet, 
p. 169-199 (here p. 181).  
9 Ion Mamina, Diplomaţia românească modernă şi reprezentanţii ei – portretele unor Ghiculeşti, in 
SMIMod, XXI (2008), p. 81. See also Adrian-Bogdan Ceobanu, Secretarii generali ai Ministerului 
Afacerilor Străine (1878-1918). Studii şi documente, Iaşi, Editura Universităţii „Alexandru Ioan Cuza 
University”, 2019, p. 99-101.  
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with good family references10. To his primary schooling in Romania he added an 
education abroad11. In Berlin, he obtained his PhD in legal sciences in 1877, as if 
foretelling the place where he would debut in his diplomatic career. This happened 
a year later, in 1878. By royal decree, Alexandru Beldiman was appointed 
secretary of the Romanian Agency. Ambitious by nature, he built a remarkable 
career. In 1879 he was already the chancellor of the Sofia Agency and the 
following year (1880) he was appointed First Secretary of the Vienna Agency and 
then Director of the Political Division within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(1883) where he replaced George Steriadi. In the end, however, it was Berlin that 
decisively influenced his destiny. We rediscover him for a short period there with 
the mission of overseeing the affairs of the Legation during the leave of Gheorghe 
V. Liteanu, then we see him passing through the Balkans, on a brief diplomatic 
journey (Sofia and Belgrade), and eventually, on January 18, 1896 came the day of 
his great appointment. Minister Grigorie I. Ghica had moved to Paris, and Berlin 
appeared again appealing to Beldiman. The character remains a Germanophile 
spirit, perhaps more ardent than other contemporaries12. From the day he arrived in 
Berlin, Beldiman proved his competence as a skilled diplomat. He frequented the 
German high society and left everywhere the impression that his Germanophile 
spirit could not be defeated. Perhaps only King Carol I believed in the progress of 
Germany with the same passion! Posterity, however, sometimes judged him very 
severely. During the ‘80s, a renowned historian from Iaşi, the late Leonid Boicu, 
accused him of treason, considering that he had served foreign interests instead of 
those of the Romanian government. The matter remains open to this day. 
Beldiman’s personality did not influence Romania’s politics decisively, but he 
remained strongly embedded in the history of the Legation. Probably nowhere else 
has such an institution been more in the shadow of the head of mission.  

 
Political correspondence  
 

The Romanian legation in Berlin maintained an intense political 
correspondence. The letters sent to the Ministers of Foreign Affairs had 
confidential content and revealed competent analyzes of certain topics of major 
interest for Germany’s policy in Europe and its implications on the changes 
occurring on the Balkan scene. Most of the analyzes sent to Bucharest from Berlin 
bore the signature of the minister plenipotentiary. Informed by valuable high-level 

 
10 Octav-Georgescu Lecca, Familiile boiereşti române. Istorie şi genealogie (după izvoare autentice). 
With notes, additions and drawings by Mateiu Caragiale, edition coordinated by Alexandru 
Condeescu, Bucureşti, Libra, Romanian Literature Museum, 2000, p. 118.  
11 Lucian Năstasă, Itinerarii spre lumea savantă. Tinerii din spaţiul românesc la studii în străinătate 
1864-1944, Cluj-Napoca, Limes, 2006, p. 227.  
12 See Lucian Boia, „Germanofilii”. Elita intelectuală românească în anii primului război mondial, 
Bucureşti, Humanitas, 2009. The case of Alexandru Beldiman does not feature among the biographies 
of the personalities present in the book. However, we discover him here as a character affiliated with 
Germanophile beliefs, in the author’s comments and in some excerpts of private correspondence. 
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sources and an inspired interpreter of press reactions, Alexandru Beldiman had 
proven exceptionally skilled as an analyst of international politics and had 
effectively used the experience accumulated at the top of diplomacy to guide the 
Ministry from Bucharest on the path of a thorough understanding of Berlin’s 
positions towards the issues that influenced Romania’s destiny. At the level of 
“great politics”, the Legation’s attention was first directed towards deciphering 
Germany’s relations with the European powers with which it disputed its 
continental supremacy at that time. The moves of tsarist Russia, the power 
neighbouring Romania, and the political force showing an always unpredictable 
influence on Balkan affairs, arouse a keen interest, followed down to the smallest 
detail. On September 9/21, 1896, Beldiman sent Minister Dimitrie A. Sturza (then 
head of government) a report on the state of German-Russian relations based on the 
conclusions reached following the meeting in Breslau between the monarchs of the 
two powers. From an “official source”, the Romanian plenipotentiary had learned 
with surprise that the Turkish ambassador in Paris had telegraphed the government 
in Constantinople that a full agreement had been reached between the two 
monarchs regarding the maintenance of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, 
establishing at the same time in Breslau the taking of the most serious moral 
guarantees, even material ones, if necessary, for correcting the state of affairs in the 
Ottoman Empire. However, the news was denied by the German undersecretary of 
state (Baron de Rotenhan, temporarily filling in for the absence of the incumbent, 
Baron Marschall von Bieberstein) who himself was surprised by the fact that the 
Turkish plenipotentiary had unraveled – from Paris – the mystery of the events 
taking place in Breslau (!) about which not even the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Berlin (Auswärtige Amt) had no knowledge at the time. The conversations between 
the two sovereigns had produced a personal rapprochement that had not existed 
before between the grandsons of the emperors Wilhelm I and Alexander II. The 
meeting in Breslau had “broken the ice” and brought between the two sovereigns a 
special cordiality, perhaps even a mutual trust that had been lacking until then. The 
lasting political effects of this warm breeze in personal relationships remained, 
however, more difficult to predict. The somewhat fiery content of the speeches 
delivered by the German emperor could not guarantee a deep reaction in the high 
spheres of Russian politics aimed at effecting major changes in foreign policy 
trends. It was also difficult to predict the confidence that could be placed in the will 
and decision of the Czar. A reserved and distant character at the beginning of his 
reign, Czar Nicholas II did not let it be seen clearly whose influence he would 
eventually be open to. Beldiman emphasized in the report, following the findings 
of Prince de Hohenlohe and Baron de Marschall, that the peaceful trend of the 
Russian policy was reconfirmed in Breslau. The government in Petersburg had 
made it clear during the violence that shook the Ottoman Empire in those years that 
it did not want to take advantage of the complications in the East to resume 
Russia’s traditional policies, and that it did not pursue aggressive goals against the 
Triple Alliance. What characterized – according to the Romanian minister 
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plenipotentiary – the European situation at the time was not the antagonism 
between Russia and the Triple Alliance (as had happened in the previous decade), 
but the rivalry between Russia and England for global domination. Russia 
maintained good and fair relations with the Triple Alliance, it had collaborated 
with Austria-Hungary in Eastern affairs to isolate England, the only power that 
seemed to want to take advantage of the troubles in the East in order to unfreeze 
conflicts with the European powers. Unlike English politics, French politics did not 
appear to Beldiman to be as pro-active and capable of influencing European affairs. 
It showed absolute dependence on Russian influences. This was obviously a bold 
presumption, based on the finding that the German government itself seemed 
convinced that whatever the agreement (alliance) established between Russia and 
France, this rapprochement had been drawn up in such a way that Russia would 
remain the ruling and dominating power. The key to French politics was not in 
Paris but in St. Petersburg!13 Another important opportunity for reflection on the 
dynamics of German-Russian relations was later provided by the visit of the new 
Foreign Minister Mikhail Nikolaevich Muraviev to Berlin, after the high-ranking 
Russian dignitary had previously been received in Paris. The event took place in 
early February 1897. The Russian Foreign Minister then met Chancellor 
Hohenlohe and State Secretary Marschall von Bieberstein and was introduced to 
Emperor Wilhelm II (the meeting had taken place in Kiel). The peaceful intentions 
of the Russian policy in the matter of the Orient were then reaffirmed – 
maintaining the integrity of the Ottoman Empire and avoiding territory 
dismemberment. Regarding the procrastination of the administrative reforms by the 
Porte, Muraviev confirmed Russia’s support for an “energetic and serious 
intercession” of the powers with the sultan in order to improve the governing acts 
and suppress outbreaks of disorder. A very pleasant impression was also made by 
the spontaneous way in which Muraviev expressed his opinion at the time about 
the Franco-Russian relations. He asserted again that Russian policy had never been 
similar to the “chauvinist aspirations” of the French and that on this point he had 
never left any trace of doubt to the statesmen in Paris. Reflecting on this 
incandescent point of the discussions, Minister Beldiman appreciated that 
Muraviev presented himself in Berlin as a follower of Lobanov’s policy, who had 
known how to use the “blind drive” of the French Republic towards an alliance 
with Russia without the latter also appropriating the reclaiming attitudes of the 
French. It remained as a consecration of the old perceptions (reconfirmed when 
Muraviev passed through Berlin) the way the Romanian Legation, informed by 
German political sources, understood the balance of forces in the Franco-Russian 
alliance: Russia once again appeared to Beldiman as the predominant power, while 
France was in a situation of inferiority and complete dependence. The German 
government, without having any false hopes about the traditional goals pursued by 

 
13 AMAE, Issue 21. Political reports from Berlin. Volume 20, 1896-1897. The Romanian Legation in 
Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nr. 556. Confidential. Berlin, 9/21 September 1896, 
leaves 40-44. 
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Russia’s policy, was convinced that in the context of that time, the affirmation of 
Russian interests did not encourage the provocation of an oriental crisis that could 
cause a general conflagration to break out in Europe. The ongoing Cretan crisis had 
provided numerous opportunities for the powers to intervene in Turkey’s internal 
affairs, but Russia had helped calm things down. Minister Muraviev’s statements 
reinforced the belief that there had been no change in the peaceful orientation of 
Russian politics. Asked by Beldiman if Greece had been encouraged and supported 
from the political backstage by any of the powers, Baron Bieberstein answered 
firmly: “In any case, not by Russia, I am absolutely sure of that”. Concluding his 
account of the visit, the Romanian plenipotentiary communicated to Bucharest that 
the German-Russian relations of the moment were “normal and good” and their 
cordiality was cultivated by gestures of care coming from both sides. The calendar 
of future meetings looked equally promising. A prominent member of the Russian 
imperial family was to attend the German commemoration of the events of 
1870/1871 (remembrance of the Franco-Prussian war, which had ended with the 
defeat of the French) and Emperor Wilhelm II had planned a trip to Russia in reply 
to the Tsar’s visit to Breslau14. The situation of Germany’s relations with England 
was also commented on with the same fervour. In the focus of attention, we find 
the significance of the conversations between monarchs, a fact that confirms the 
impression of the era that the role of the European dynasties in the orientation of 
foreign policy remained a conclusive one for this period. The visit of King Edward 
VII to Germany in the summer of 1906 and the discussions held with Emperor 
Wilhelm II exceeded the limits of a family meeting, so the reports of the Legation 
in Berlin present to the government in Bucharest the significance of a moment that 
could be assimilated with a political event of major importance in Europe. The 
meeting of the two sovereigns appeared as a culmination of long-running efforts to 
rehabilitate the relations between two nations, which had suffered a sharp 
deterioration in previous years, including at the level of personal ties. The 
Romanian plenipotentiary emphasizes in the report sent to Bucharest that the 
significance of the event should be understood as a regaining of cordiality rather 
than the establishment of a relationship of trust. The symbolism of the visit was 
also carefully observed, without the intention of exaggerating its importance, but 
also with the risk of minimizing it. The more intimate conversations between the 
two sovereigns and the exchange of views in which the English ambassador Franc 
Lascelles took part together with the Secretary of State von Tschirschky may have 
also touched on global challenges and confirmed the issues that concerned the great 
powers, but at the same time it seemed certain that in their denouement did not 
come to finding common solutions, but only to ascertaining the divergences that 
separated the two empires in international politics. The British policy, which 
Alexandru Beldiman believed was personally directed by King Edward VII more 

 
14 Ibidem. Issue 21. Volume 22, 1905-1913. The Romanian Legation in Germany to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. Nr. 66. Confidential. Berlin, 12/31 January 1897, leaf 93 and following. 
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than could be surmised from the outside, did not change its established ties with 
France, although the meeting of the sovereigns of the two great powers at 
Freidrichshof reinforced the impression that the Anglo-French close ties should not 
be seen as a threat to the German Empire. In the Eastern affairs that also affected 
Romania’s interests, the two powers had no way of reaching common solutions at 
that time. While for England the maintenance of Turkey as a state had ceased to 
represent a point of reference for foreign policy, Germany leaned more towards a 
policy of preserving the state of affairs in the Balkan Peninsula. If it had not been 
able to avoid the changes in the region, Berlin would not have insisted at all on 
accelerating them15.  

Apart from the constant concern with observing the transformations on the 
stage of “big politics”, the Romanian Legation in Berlin defended the interests of a 
country that could not afford to ignore precisely the changes occurring in the world 
of the Balkans. Minister Beldiman probably never liked Romania’s associations 
with the politics of the Balkan states, but his political correspondence reveals the 
special attention given to the Serbian and Bulgarian neighbours every time their 
actions took the form of conclusive initiatives in the German capital. In a report 
sent on April 22 / May 4, 1897, the Romanian plenipotentiary expressed his 
indignation that the Kingdom of Romania had been officially treated in the 
European press as being part of the Balkan states. Beldiman condemns this 
treatment, visible in the collective action of the powers at St. Petersburg and 
strengthened as a result of Russian ignorance. Concluding, he emphasized that the 
Balkans belonged to other peoples and the Kingdom of Romania should be seen as 
the only stable and peaceful state in the East. The fact that Romania had been 
unfairly placed in the same category as the Balkan countries seemed predictable 
from Count Muraviev’s side but remained difficult to understand from 
Goluchowski’s (Austro-Hungary’s Foreign Minister)16. In fact, we find the same 
attitude and steadfast preoccupation with the presence of ‘the Balkans” in the high 
spheres of power in Germany in other reports sent to Bucharest by the Legation. In 
early May 1897, the Romanian plenipotentiary informed the government about the 
evolution of the Greek-Turkish war and emphasized the warning received by 
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria in Berlin against the possible involvement in the 
unfolding of the Balkan crisis. Baron Marschall von Bieberstein had recommended 
to the Bulgarians a peaceful attitude towards the Russo-Turkish war, implying that 
if they did not heed these advices and allowed themselves to be dragged down a 
slippery slope by the Turks, Bulgaria would meet the resistance of Germany, 
Austria-Hungary and Russia, all determined not to admit any further disturbance of 

 
15 Ibidem. The Romanian Legation in Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nr. 1035. 
Confidential, Berlin, 4/17 August 1906, leaves 77-81. 
16 Ibidem. Issue 21. Volume 20. The Romanian Legation in Germany to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. Nr. 280. Berlin, 22 April, 4 May 1897, leaves 146-153.  
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the peace17. A few months later (28 March/April 1898) the situation in Bulgaria 
suddenly resurfaced in the Legation’s correspondence, starting from a pertinent 
analysis of German policy towards the meanders of the Cretan business, a good 
opportunity to record the concern of Bülow, the Secretary of State, towards the 
questionable attitude of Bulgaria, which was behind certain agitations from which 
new Balkan complications could have arisen18. Under the purely conjuncture 
impression of the “access” of the Balkans to the European “big political” spheres, 
the Romanian Legation also dealt with exchange of visits between sovereigns. On 
May 18/31, 1905, Beldiman commented sarcastically for the foreign minister on 
the arrival of the Prince of Montenegro in Berlin following the invitation of 
Emperor Wilhelm II. Of all the states in the Balkan Peninsula, Montenegro had 
remained the only one in which Germany had not felt the need to send a diplomatic 
representative until then, as its interests there were insignificant. However, the 
Montenegrin sovereign entered into relations with the German emperor for the first 
time, even if the event took place only through the mediation of Italy. Upon arrival, 
he was officially received by the crown prince of Germany (Eitel Friedrich, 
“Fritz”), also receiving the military honours due to a sovereign. It was obvious that 
since he became a relative of the king of Italy (Victor Emmanuel III)19, the 
Montenegrin prince no longer sought exclusive support from St. Petersburg, but 
tended to seize the landmarks of Italian politics for the benefit of his Balkan 
interests. Whereas for Germany the Montenegrin prince’s visit was an act of 
personal courtesy, for the small Balkan principality it was an important event 
meant to increase its prestige20. When the Balkan crisis broke out again in 1912, 
the reports of the Berlin Legation had already outlined a dark perspective on the 
political developments specific to the Balkan scene. Romania’s position appeared 
threatened by regional instability, and therefore the diplomatic approaches that had 
accompanied the war of the Balkan allies were the focal point of the 
correspondence. In November 1912, Beldiman sent a report on the visit of Stoian 
Danev (President of the Bulgarian Chamber) to Vienna and commented on his 
discussions with Leopold Berchtold, the Foreign Minister of Austria-Hungary. 
About the hidden content of these political conversations, the Romanian 
plenipotentiary had learned confidentially by questioning various reliable sources 
of German politics. Of course, the topic concerned to some extent the future of 
Romania’s relations with Bulgaria. Berchtold insisted then on the meaning of a 
peaceful agreement between the two neighbouring kingdoms, having as a basis for 
discussions certain territorial concessions that Bulgaria had to make for the 

 
17 Ibidem. The Romanian Legation in Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nr. 275. 
Confidential. Berlin, 19 April/1 Maz 1897. 
18 Ibidem. The Romanian Legation in Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nr. 216. 
Confidential. Berlin, 28 March / 9 April 1898. 
19 In 1896, princess Elena of Muntenegro, the daughter of king Nicholas I Petrovic-Njegos, married 
prince Victor Emanuel III, future king of Italy. 
20 AMAE. Issue 21. Volume 22. Political reports from Berlin 1905-1913. The Romanian Legation in 
Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 18/31 May 1905, leaves 53-56.  
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rectification of Dobrogea’s borders on the border with Romania. However, Stoian 
Danev rejected the idea of territorial concessions altogether. The Viennese press 
published several messages that revealed Bulgaria’s perspective as refractory to 
compensatory territorial changes in favour of Romania. The appearance of the 
topic in the Austrian media also signals the “indiscretions” of the Bulgarian 
government, which was ignoring the private nature of Danev’s conversations with 
Berchtold and disclosing information with a confidential content. In the 
correspondence sent by Beldiman to Bucharest, we discover some eloquent 
fragments of this controversial positioning in the press narrative. I found the 
translation of a fragment from an article published in the daily “Die Zeit” 
particularly relevant: “We, Bulgarians, have the firm hope that Romania will 
finally give up the compensation claims towards Bulgaria, which are of course not 
justified and that it will be encouraged to do this by the only friend of “both” states, 
by the powerful Danube monarchy”21. We know today that the analysis that 
follows the excerpt turned out to be correct in the end. Beldiman justly observed 
that the government in Sofia, under the natural sway of the exalted spirit 
dominating the army, seemed little disposed to comply with Berchtold’s advice, the 
more so as it realized the value of the services that Bulgaria could render to 
Austria-Hungary in the political and economic realm. The attitude of Bulgaria in 
the Albanian question was of primary interest to the cabinet in Vienna. The 
Bulgarian government ruled out any form of solidarity with Serbia in its conflict 
with Austria-Hungary over the Albanian question and the claimed ports in the 
Adriatic. However, Stoian Danev’s diplomatic mission was intended to prepare the 
future rapprochement of Bulgaria with the Danube Monarchy. On the other side, 
the Austro-Hungarian government had tried to look kindly on the desire for 
rapprochement shown by Danev, who had come to Vienna with a whole program 
of economic development, covering commercial and customs relations, river 
navigation, as well as railway matters. In those delicate circumstances of 
geopolitical orientation in Vienna, the guarantee of Romanian interests in Eastern 
Europe belonged exclusively to German diplomacy. Kiderlen Wächter assured 
Alexandru Beldiman that when the moment “will have arrived” Germany and 
Austria-Hungary will take care of Romania’s interests. The German Secretary of 
State believed that this assurance should be enough for the Romanian government 
to exist its state of excessive nervousness about the events that had overturned the 
balance of forces in the Balkan Peninsula. For a long time, the practical meaning of 
this assurance remained uncertain, but in the midst of the Balkan war, the news that 
arrived in Bucharest through the official channel of German diplomacy seemed to 
be enough to momentarily calm heated spirits. It was equally true that the 
disappearance of Turkey’s military power represented a significant loss for 
Germany and Austria-Hungary, but the country that had suffered the most in its 

 
21 Ibidem. Issue 21. Volume 22. Political reports from Berlin 1905-1913. The Romanian Legation in 
Germany to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nr. 2059. Berlin, 6/19 November 1912. 
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position due to the deployment of forces south of the Danube was Romania22. 
These were the conclusions of Beldiman’s report. Between the lines, there was a 
note of concern in this thought. The aftermath of the Balkan crisis proved to the 
Romanian plenipotentiary that he was not mistaken. Before the Sarajevo moment 
and the outbreak of the war in 1914, the German guarantees functioned poorly for 
Romania’s security interests. After failing to guarantee the stability of the Balkans 
and prevent changes in the territorial status quo, Berlin had assumed the “care” of 
Romanian interests when the right moment would come. By attacking its former 
Balkan allies in the summer of 1913, Bulgaria served Germany this opportunity on 
a silver platter. But in the late autumn of 1912 (when Alexandru Beldiman was 
writing the report for the decision-makers in Bucharest) the dramatic change in the 
political situation could not be discussed. Corseted in its own policy of neutrality, 
Romania could only watch helplessly neighbouring Bulgaria consolidating its 
power, without benefiting from the strategic advantage of a common border south 
of the Danube.  

 
Legation residence and changes in personnel 

 
In October 1900, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs printed (according to 

custom) the list of personnel of the central administration and the diplomatic and 
consular service. In the case of Germany, the Legation in Berlin, which was listed 
at the time with its residence at Margarethenstrasse 17, had a flexible organisation 
chart, which included Alexandru Beldiman (Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, residing at Moltkestrasse, 2), Gheorghe Filality (Secretary of 
Legation first class, Moltkestrasse, no. 2), Ion P. Carp, legation attaché (Moltkestr, 
no. 2). Emanuil Grigorovitza (interpreter, Dorotheenstr, no. 22). The Legation 
oversaw a rich network of consulates starting with the Consulate General in Berlin 
(its jurisdiction covered the provinces of Brandenburg, Saxony, Posnan, the 
duchies of Brunschwick and Anhalt), and continuing with those in Breslau in 
Silesia, Cologne for Rhineland and Westphalia, Frankfurt auf Main (Hesse – 
Nassau, Grand Duchy of Hesse, Principality of Waldeck and Principality of 
Birkenfeld in Oldenbourg), Hamburg (the territory of the free cities of Hamburg, 
Bremen, Hanover), Leipzig (Saxe-Weimar, Thuringia), Mannheim (the Grand 
Duchy of Baden and the Palatinate Bavaria), Munich (the kingdom of Bavaria on 
the right bank of the Rhine), Stettin (Pomerania, the free city of Lübeck, the Grand 
Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, the provinces of 
Schleswig-Holstein, East and West Prussia)23. Personnel changes proved frequent 
at the end of the 19th century and inaugurated a dominant trend in the 
organizational chart of the institution. Whilst the position of the minister 
plenipotentiary remained stable during those years, despite the fact that Alexandru 

 
22 Ibidem, leaf 169.  
23 Ibidem, fonds Constantinople. Personnel, vol. 26. Ministry of Foreign Affairs. List of central 
administration and diplomatic and consular service personnel, 1900, October 1915.  
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Beldiman used to leave Berlin often (on vacations, government delegations, etc.), 
consistently announcing the temporary assignment of the affairs of the Legation, 
the secretariat and the chancellery became the testing ground for aspirants and 
bureaucrats at the beginning of their careers in diplomacy. During the documentary 
course of this research, I selected several sequential appointments identified in the 
Legation’s personnel chart and recorded in the register of correspondence with the 
German Department of Foreign Affairs. The selection starts at the end of the 19th 
century and is based on the time spent in a particular post as a criterion. Thus, 
Victor Cuciureanu was leaving the position of counsellor of the legation for the 
post of consul general of Romania in Budapest (January 20/February 19, 1899); 
Sebastian Greceanu, former attaché of the Legation, was promoted to the position 
of chancellor and simultaneously held the position of vice-consul (the initiator of a 
protest in 1912 when he became consul in Ismail, on which occasion he flew the 
Romanian flag at half-mast); Dr. Emanuil Grigoroviţă (a philologist, considered the 
first modern Germanist in Romania, graduate of the Faculty of Philosophy in 
Berlin) was appointed interpreter, replacing Ioan Barbovescu (September 
9/October 11, 1899); Gheorghe Filality, first secretary of the Romanian Legation in 
Constantinople, was coming to Berlin in the same capacity and at the same time 
Eugen Stătescu, the third secretary of the mission in Berlin, was arriving at the 
Legation in St. Petersburg (April 15/28, 1900); Sebastian Greceanu, vice-consul 
and chancellor, was moved back to the central administration of the Ministry 
(August 15, 1900). Other short-term changes recorded meticulously during that 
period were the departure of professor Grigoroviţă to Bucharest in order to occupy 
the university chair which he had vacated only temporarily (April 17/30, 1901), the 
placement as third-class secretary of Demetrie Stavridi, transferred from Belgrade 
to Berlin (12/25 May 1901), entry into the Legation of Ioan P. Carp (one of the 
sons of the old Germanophile politician Petre P. Carp) appointed Secretary III 
(22 February/7 March 1902); the transfer of Gh. Filaliti to the position of first 
secretary of the Hague Legation (May 30/June 12, 1902); the departure of 
Demetrie Stavridi also from the position of secretary III of the legation for a 
position in the central administration (October 18-31, 1902); the transfer 
(December 8/21, 1902) of Nicolae Filodor (2nd class legation secretary, who later 
became a career diplomat, to whom Tache Ionescu proposed in 1920 the position 
of head of the Romanian Legation in Tokyo, before the arrival in the Japanese 
capital of Edgar Mavrocordat); the appointment of Alexandru N. Jakovaky, a 
diplomat with a long career, later passing through capitals such as Bern and 
Warsaw, in the position of third-class secretary (6/19 May 1903)24 and the 
departure from Berlin of Ioan P. Carp, seconded to the Romanian Legation in 
Belgrade (October 6/19, 1903)25. After 1905, the dynamics of personnel “entries” 

 
24 Alexadru Iakovaki was in Berlin in 1914 on the eve of the war breaking out. In his memoirs 
(preserved as manuscript) he wrote that the city, always densely populated, had suddenly emptied.  
25 Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes (PA AA), R 131006. Acta betreffend: Das rumänische 
Gesandtschaft in Berlin. Vom Dezember 1898 bis Febr. 1904.  
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levelled off, but the trend of fluctuating changes continued. We now discover 
Grigore Bilciurescu as first secretary of the legation, although for less than a year 
(from May 16/29, 1905, until June 14/27, 1906). Bilciurescu would become again a 
member of the Legation in April 1910 when he was appointed as an advisor, a 
position for which he had to leave the post of deputy director of the Consular and 
Commercial Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bucharest. Continuing to 
follow the fluctuation in the personnel scheme, we note, starting in June 1906, the 
presence of Constantin G. Manu (a diplomat from a boyar family, later envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Constantinople between 1912-1916) 
as first secretary of the Legation. It was Constantin G. Manu that Alexandru 
Beldiman entrusted in most cases, for the period of his temporary absence from 
Berlin, with the governance of the institution’s affairs, including in June 1907, 
when the Romanian plenipotentiary participated (the same as in 1899) as the first 
delegate to the Hague Peace Conference26. In the configuration of the Legation in 
Berlin, Constantin G. Manu (along with Mihail B. Boerescu, promoted after 
Manu’s transfer from the position of second-class secretary to that of first secretary 
of the legation) remains one of the officials who was the most resistant to the 
whirlwind of changes. Alexandru Beldiman announced his departure (to 
St. Petersburg) as late as in May 1909. Continuity in the exercise of the function 
remained volatile. The proof is the “promotion” of Radu T. Djuvara (son of the 
diplomat Trandafir Djuvara) from the position of attaché of the Legation to that of 
class III secretary. The promotion took place (as notified to the Auswärtige Amt) 
on 13/26 July 1909 but was followed by a transfer to the legation in Brussels on 
5/18 April 1910. It is possible that the frequent changes in the staffing scheme of 
the legation were conditioned by numerous additional factors that matched or 
contrasted with the adaptability of the diplomat at the beginning of his career in 
coping with the bureaucratic rigours of the position covered. Leaving aside the 
additional circumstances, we cannot deny the upward trajectory of this trend in 
contradiction with the constant preoccupation of the head of mission to maintain 
his prerogatives. The personnel chart of the Legation on October 23, 1912 included 
Alexandru Beldiman, minister plenipotentiary, together with Grigore Bilciurescu 
(counsellor), George Manu (attaché) and Ludovic Mircescu. By the end of 1914, 
diplomats from a new wave were included in the Legation’s organizational chart: 
Nicolae E. Lahovary (May 4/17, 1913, Secretary III); Alexandru N. Iacovaky 
(replacing Grigore Bilciurescu, who had been transferred to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs as Cabinet Director of the Minister – June 7/20, 1913), Jean Constantinescu 
(leaving the post of deputy head of office in the Ministry to be candidate for 
chancellor-interpreter of the Legation – 23 July/August 5, 1914), Grigore Dendrino 
(attaché - November 12/25) and Mihail Burghele (attaché – study of economic and 
financial issues resulting from the state of war – December 17/30, 1914)27. Along 

 
26 Ibidem. R 131007. Vom März 1904 bis 31. Dezember 1907.  
27 PA AA. R 131009. Vom 1. Januar 1912 bis April. 1921. 
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with the frequent changes in personnel, another topic of interest would be the 
Legation building. On September 25/October 8, 1909, the Royal Legation of 
Romania in Germany notified the German Department announcing the move to the 
building (W 10) in Matthäikirchstrasse 2728. It remained – apparently – the 
headquarters of the Legation until the war in 1916. Another building (a house 
located in the Tiergarten Viertel, on Rauchstrasse 26) was requested only before 
the resumption of diplomatic relations in 1920, when a new mission opened in 
Berlin. Until August 1944, there were no other changes in the residence, but after 
the Second World War, after the division of Germany and the fall of the Iron 
Curtain, transience and change marked again the destiny of this representation. The 
old building from the interwar years did not survive the Allied bombings, and 
Romania opened in East Berlin (when diplomatic relations with the GDR were 
formalized, September 28, 1950) a diplomatic office (elevated to the rank of 
embassy) in a building located in the Pankow district, on Parkstrasse 23. For the 
Federal Republic, the first embassy of Romania operated in Köln-Bayenthal on 
Oberländer Ufer 68. Starting in 1999, with the return to Berlin of the majority of 
embassies and consulates, the Embassy of Romania and the Consulate General 
found a residence in Aussenstelle Berlin-Schlachtensee, on Matterhornstrasse 79. 
Since December 2002, the Romanian embassy has been operating in one of the few 
old buildings of the city left in working order. It is located on Dorotheen Strasse, 
62-68, near Pariser Platz. It is the former building of the Directorate of the Imperial 
Post Office, erected in 1905-1906. Although in 1945 it became part of the Soviet 
occupation zone, becoming the first large post office reopened in East Berlin, the 
building kept its original purpose for a while and served the post and telegraph 
offices of the former German Democratic Republic. After reunification, it remained 
unoccupied for several years, under the protection of the legislation that 
safeguarded the city’s old buildings, so Romania purchased a historic building in 
2011, witness to the rise of Berlin from its own ashes after the Second World 
War29. 

 
Consuls and honorary consulates 

 
In addition to the Legation in Berlin, Romania was also represented in 

pre-war Germany by honorary consulates, institutions that often operated as 
transitory offices in the flow of investments and in the volume of German trade in 
the Romanian space. Romania, an eminently agricultural country, could supply an 
important part of the amount of grain and food products needed by the German 
Reich. Romanian wheat was highly valued by the merchants in Mannheim, who set 

 
28 Ibidem. R 131008. Vom 1. Jan. 1908 – 31 Dezember 1911. The name of the street remained 
unchanged from 1846 until 1947. Today it is called Herbert von Karajan. 
29 Botschaften in Berlin, hrsg. von Kerstin Engler und Jürgen Tietz, Berlin, Gebr Mann Verlag, 2003, 
p. 142-143.  
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for it a price higher even than that of wheat coming from Russia and Argentina30. 
In 1908, German capital represented around 40.8% of the total investments in the 
oil industry in Romania, and by 1914 it amounted to 27.2%. The majority of shares 
in the most important oil companies belonged to German banks or investors 
(Diskontogesellschaft; Nationalbank für Deutschland; Bank für Händel und 
Industrie). The “Steaua Română” company was part, starting in 1907, of the 
Europäische Petroleum Union group, a trust founded in order to ensure Germany’s 
energy independence in relation to the United States, and a certain preponderance 
on the European market31. The honorary consuls usually came from among local 
personalities. The patent of appointment (consular patent) signed by the king 
specifies the granting of full powers to support the interests of the Kingdom in 
terms of trade and navigation, to supervise the execution of treaties in force, to help 
and assist in the affairs of Romanian subjects and friendly states, to make known 
the content of Romanian laws and decrees. Proposals for the position of honorary 
consul were submitted to the Berlin Legation always accompanied by a brief 
presentation of the candidate. Social standing and business success were usually 
considered. Naturally, not all aspirants benefited from the chance of an 
appointment. Wilhelm Blechschmidt’s candidacy for the Consulate in Wiesbaden 
was not supported by convincing arguments. In April 1908, the president of the 
Kassel Chamber of Commerce informed the Legation in Berlin that Blechschmidt 
had previously been a tailor, then became the owner of a baize business in Erfurt, 
which had become insolvent. The man had tried to collect all kinds of titles and 
orders, aiming to improve his image. His behaviour, typical of a petty bourgeois 
with restricted sociability, did not place him among the suitable candidates. 
Sometimes, in addition to the high position in society and the prosperous material 
condition, applicants also had to have the time necessary to be involved in the 
activity of the consulate. After the post of vice-consul in Breslau became vacant 
following the death of the incumbent Hugo Henel, the president of the Upper 
Chamber from Silesia proposed to the Legation the candidacy of judge Möser 
(business section) but the latter, probably aware of his long periods of absence 
from the city, eventually had to decline the offer. A second proposal, merchant 
Erich Grund, co-owner of the firm Bernhard Josef Grund in Breslau, a 37-year-old 
aspirant with a university education (law), was finally accepted. Shortly afterwards, 
Erich Grund became the manager of the Consulate, eventually taking over the 
administration with full powers. 

The consular activity proceeded generally without any problems. An 
ambiguous situation was created only in 1911, when the entry of Otto Simon, the 
vice-consul in Mannheim, in the list of the Chamber of Commerce of the Grand 

 
30 Alexandre J. Stamatin, Commerce extérieur de la Roumanie, Librairie de la Société du Recueil 
Sirey [f. a.], p. 234. 
31 Georges D. Cioriceanu, La Roumanie économique et ses rapports avec l’étranger de 1860 à 1915, 
Paris, Marcel Giard, 1928 (see Troisième partie, La Roumanie économique et ses rapports avec 
l’étranger de 1901 à 1915, p. 354 şi 357). 
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Duchy of Baden (Hof-und Staats-Handbuch) was omitted. Alexandru Beldiman 
personally questioned the State Secretary of the Auswärtigen Amt regarding the 
recognition of Otto Simon as Honorary Vice-Consul in Mannheim and requested 
that the German authorities notify the Government of the Grand Duchy of Baden 
regarding this appointment. He sent two written requests in the following years, 
one to Kiderlen Wächter, and one to Gottlieb von Jagow. Apparently, there were 
no tensions over the case. The issue, however, was a difference in interpretation. 
The Reich Chancellery considered that the international practice used in 
appointments for vice consul positions did not involve special recognition 
procedures in the territory. For practical reasons, the appointment of Otto Simon 
was not registered in the list of the Baden Chamber of Commerce, but the omission 
did not equate to the non-recognition of the position he acquired at consular level. 
The appointment of lower-ranking officials in consulates was not communicated in 
Germany by most foreign states (the cases of the United States and Spain were 
exceptions) and representatives of accredited foreign consuls only met each other 
in very rare situations. Therefore, Simon’s case would have been an exception to 
the frequently used custom. At the insistence of the Romanian Legation, the 
situation was finally resolved without any further procrastination. The Grand 
Duchy of Baden (Ministry of Justice and Foreign Affairs) communicated in Berlin 
(Auswärtige Amt) that it did not want to complicate the matter any further, and 
accepted the interpretation of the case in the tacit formula of a compromise. The 
registration of consuls of lower rank had to be recorded in those posts and only 
with those federal states for which there was a special request made by the foreign 
government. As a result, Otto Simon’s name as Vice-Consul at Mannheim did not 
even appear in the 1913 records, despite the fact that the names of all the other 
Vice-Consuls were, surprisingly, mentioned. The Auswärtige Amt notified the 
Royal Legation in Berlin on March 31 that it had sent a notification to the local 
authorities without issuing an exequartur, a procedure usually adopted for foreign 
vice-consuls only when the holders of the respective posts (i.e. the consuls) were 
unavailable. However, Alexandru Beldiman had never requested the State 
Secretariat to issue an exequartur for Otto Simon. On the contrary, he implied that 
he saw his entry in the commercial register as an implicit recognition at the local 
level of the position of vice-consul. In April 1913, the case seemed already closed. 
The Ministry of Justice and Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy of Baden sent a 
communiqué to the State Department of Foreign Affairs announcing the inclusion 
in the future (it did not specify exactly when) of the Romanian vice consul in 
Mannheim in the Chamber of Commerce register. Except for the 
misunderstandings surrounding the appointment of Otto Simon, the relations of the 
Berlin Legation with the Imperial Department of Foreign Affairs remained 
friendly. Most of Alexandru Beldiman’s requests (such as those aimed at extending 
the jurisdiction of the Consulates of Bremen and Stettin over the Grand Duchy of 
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Oldenburg, respectively over the Principality of Lübeck) were accepted without 
delay32. It goes without saying that the economic stakes had co-interested both 
sides in the strengthening of consular ties. The exchange of goods continued until 
the eve of the belligerence, German imports (especially orders to armaments 
factories and products of the metallurgical industry) and Romanian “purchases” 
(especially grain and petroleum products) artificially overshadowing the obvious 
decline in the relevance of diplomatic connections. From the beginning, however, it 
must be mentioned that the commercial arrangements did not ensure the 
unimpeded operation of political treaties and security instruments. This protective 
dynamic of the German-Romanian relationship could be strengthened over time 
only through the negotiation of a military convention designed to respond to 
Romanian security challenges and to the integration of the Eastern European flank, 
located in the vicinity of Russia, into a unified strategic conception of war planning 
in Austria-Hungary. This perspective only formally included the hypothesis of a 
Romanian military contribution. Romania’s military value to the Allies depended, 
at least until 1901, on its ability to divert as many Russian troops as possible, block 
them for a long time in Bessarabia and prevent them from moving to the Galician 
front, or perhaps even to the border with Germany33.  

 
The military attachés accredited in Berlin 

 
A formal military convention to support the political agreement established 

in 1883 was never officially signed, although the Romanian military reform was 
inspired by the German model. Precisely on this point, a remarkable contribution 
was made by the Romanian officers accredited as military attachés. Discussions 
surrounding the appointment of a military attaché for the Berlin Legation began in 
mid-1884 when the Minister Plenipotentiary (Gheorghe Vîrnav Liteanu) wrote to 
Count Hatzfeld (the State Secretary at the German Department of Foreign Affairs) 
requesting the consent of the German government in order to obtain an 
accreditation. Hatzfeld communicated the proposal of the Romanian 
plenipotentiary to the emperor and received a favourable response from the Kaiser. 
Shortly after the Imperial Court’s communiqué, the Undersecretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs (Klemens von Busch, later appointed Minister Plenipotentiary in 
Bucharest) notified the Romanian Legation of the full agreement on the Romanian 
government’s decision to send a military attaché to the capital of the German 
Empire. These were the circumstances in which Lieutenant-Colonel Alexandru 
Magheru presented himself to the post in January 1887. He appears to be one of the 
five sons of Gheorghe Magheru (a representative general in military history, with a 
revolutionary past), born from his marriage to Elena Prisăceanu. Colonel Magheru, 

 
32 PA AA. R142294. Akten betreffend: Die rumänischen Konsulaten in Deutschland. Vom April 1908 
bis März 1915.  
33 Dinu C. Giurescu, Rudolf Dinu, Laurenţiu Costantiniu, Romanian Diplomacy. An Illustrated 
History 1862-1947 (see Rudolf Dinu, Diplomacy in the Old Kingdom (1871-1914), p. 125).  
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royal aide-de-camp, was retained for a short time in the exercise of the function, so 
that the post of military attaché in Berlin quickly became vacant and remained so 
for several years. It was only in June 1891 that the Romanian Legation 
communicated to the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs the intention of the 
Romanian government to restore the position of military attaché and announced the 
sending of the General Staff Captain, Leon Mavrocordat, to Berlin. When 
occupying the post, he provisionally held the position of military attaché in Vienna 
as well, so that for a short time Romania was represented by the same person in 
matters of a military nature in the capitals of the Central Empires. Half a year after 
arriving in Germany (in February 1892), Mavrocordat had been officially presented 
to the German emperor, on the occasion of a military reception in Potsdam. In 
1893, he was recalled in order to be appointed commander of the 4th Hunter 
Battalion and the post of attaché was entrusted to Captain G. Ghica (3rd Cavalry 
Regiment) who had left pleasant memories in Berlin during his active service in the 
guard regiment. On September 1, 1895, however, the post became vacant again. 
Concerned with finding an optimal solution to the crisis, the king appointed Major 
Alexandru Averescu, transferred to Berlin from his position as director of the 
School of War Studies. It was an appointment approved by the German 
government. Averescu then participated successfully in the autumn maneuvers of 
the German army and was dedicated to the duties of the post. Things seemed to be 
going well when suddenly, on October 31, 1897, Alexandru Beldiman notified to 
the Auswärtige Amt the transfer of Major Averescu (the military attaché) to the 
1st Red Hussar Regiment by order of the Minister of War. Quite surprisingly, 
however, Emperor Wilhelm II delayed granting the usual farewell audience. He 
placed the Romanian officer on a written waiting list, drawn up by a low-ranking 
aide, and according to custom, awarded him the royal order “Red Eagle” 3rd class, 
the decoration usually conferred upon departure to military attachés retired by the 
Romanian government34. The explanation was a tense situation. The Minister of 
War, Gh. Manu, communicated to the German military attaché in Bucharest (major 
Hammerstein-Gesmold), in a discussion in June 1906, that Averescu had been 
recalled because of the criticisms brought to Alexandru Sturdza (son of the 
statesman D. A. Sturza) at the time a young lieutenant in a German guard battalion. 
Sturza junior told the Prussian superiors about how he had been publicly 
reprimanded by Major Averescu, and the incident soon came to the attention of the 
Romanian decision-makers. It seems that Emperor Wilhelm himself expressed his 
anger towards Averescu. Since even the plenipotentiary Beldiman did not like him 
much, his fate was sealed. Averescu’s departure from Berlin left a position difficult 
to fill, although the need for a solid resettlement of military relations with Germany 
had been intensively debated. The Ministry of War also came up with a surprising 
proposal: the future military attaché in Berlin had to be a naval officer. General 

 
34 PA AA. R 131022. Acta betreffend: Der rumänischen Militär-Attachè in Berlin. Vom April 1884 
bis zum Mai 1907.  
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Manu had to justify the strange option as a result of the pressure from the part of 
King Carol I. Apparently the monarch saw the German Empire as a power in full 
swing of its development of maritime forces35. After almost two decades of 
stagnation in the field of military ship purchase, Romania made significant efforts 
to secure a war flotilla. Hence the need for the accreditation in Berlin of a military 
attaché with the rank of naval officer. Of course, the minister’s arguments appeared 
irrelevant from all points of view. German decision-makers criticized the choice of 
a naval officer as a military attaché. They would have liked to see appointed an 
officer of the ground troops, a respectable person, who had to meet two other 
criteria: fidelity to the Germanophile spirit and knowledge of the German language. 
However, the way out of this stalemate was offered by the appointment of Captain 
Ion Răşcanu, a professor at the Higher War School. An absolutely remarkable 
appointment for that time. For almost four years he worked in Berlin as a military 
attaché. When he finally left the Legation (January 10/23, 1911) he did so only 
because of higher duties. Under Nicolae Filipescu’s ministry, Răşcanu had received 
the position of chief of staff36. He had triumphantly entered the Ministry of War 
and was probably looking confidently towards a bright career in the future. He was 
not mistaken. This career later combined his attachment to the army with his 
appetite for politics (in the interwar years he became, among other things, mayor of 
Bucharest and prefect of Vaslui). During the war, Rășcanu stood out as a capable 
officer (commander of the 15th Artillery Brigade and the 1st Hunter Division). In 
Mărăşeşti, however, we rediscover him once again engaged in developments 
specific to military diplomacy. From the memoirs of the German general Kurt von 
Morgen, we learn that he had been assigned the mission to negotiate the armistice 
on behalf of the Romanian army37. His successor in Berlin was Major Ludovic 
Mircescu. A figure whose German references proved excellent. In March 1911, 
Major Bronsart von Schelendorf (the military attaché) sent a report from Bucharest 
containing a brief presentation of Mircescu. The son of a prominent landowner 
from Vlaşca, born in 1872, single (at the time) and dedicated to a military career. 
He had spent two years at the Higher War School and had been promoted to second 
lieutenant of cavalry on July 16, 1891. He had become a lieutenant on October 1, 
1896, serving two years in an Austrian regiment, where he had been appreciated 
for his commitment and fairness. After finishing his studies at the Higher War 
School, he had been sent to Berlin to supervise the manufacture of the weapons 

 
35 After 1898 the German navy had indeed experienced a rapid development. Under Tirpitz’s 
leadership, it had risen from sixth among the world’s great fleets to second, surpassed only by the 
Royal Navy. Around the time of the war, the high seas fleet had 13 warships of the battleship type; 
16 older ships and five line cruisers. See Paul Kennedy, Ascensiunea şi decăderea Marilor Puteri. 
Transformări economice şi conflicte militare din 1500 până în 2000, translation by Laurenţiu Ursu, 
Teodora Moldovanu, Lucia Dos, Ramona Lupu, Iaşi, Polirom, 2017, p. 202. 
36 PA AA. R 131023. Acta betreffend. Der rumänischen Militär-Attaché in Berlin. Nr.65. The Royal 
Legation of Romania in Germany to the Auswärtige Amt. Berlin 10/23 January 1911 
37 Kurt von Morgen (Generalleutnant), Meiner Truppen Heldenkämpfe: Aufzeichnungen, Berlin, Ernst 
Siegfried Mittler & Sohn, 1920, p. 126-127. 
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(machine guns) ordered by the Romanian government at various factories. In 1908, 
back in the country, he devoted himself to the organization of machine gun 
sections. He stood out – Schellendorf writes in the report – during the royal 
maneuvers, showing skill and tenacity. Just as convincingly, Major Mircescu had 
the image of a pleasant man, a man of medium stature, a capable and well-educated 
officer, with connections in high society. He spoke French fluently, but did not 
know German well38. Although there was discussion in Bucharest in 1914 about 
his recall (the pretext was to take over other military positions in the country), the 
decision was postponed precisely because of the war. Mircescu remained in Berlin 
until the beginning of the Romanian-German belligerence in 1916. Designated to 
replace him was Major Anton Iovanovici (Chief of the General Staff of the 
2nd Cavalry Division Iaşi) about whom the military attaché of Austria-Hungary 
(Maximilian Ritter von Randa) had affirmed that he had integrity and a loyal 
character and was completely devoid of sympathy for Russia39. During the war, 
Ludovic Mircescu (Brigadier General) was part of the delegation appointed by the 
government to negotiate the Bucharest peace treaty40. Unfortunately, his military 
career took an ill-fated turn in the interwar years. An espionage scandal with 
romantic implications led him to end his life in 192941.  

Of course, what remains to be showcased here is the laborious activity of 
the military attachés before the war. Those sent to Berlin sent detailed information 
to Bucharest regarding the laws and mechanisms that guaranteed the operation of 
the German army, considered at that time one of the strongest armies in the world. 
For example, in a report addressed to the General Staff of the Army, from the 
position of chief of staff of the minister, Major Ioan Răşcanu mentioned, in a 
summary table, the various studies that were the object of his observations during 
the period when he was active in Berlin as military attaché. These reports tracked 
the recruitment, organization, instruction, administration and equipment of the 
German army with military material of various categories42. In his turn, Ludovic 
Mircescu sent the German Regulation on Maneuvers (Manöver Ordnung) 
proposing for study works produced by subordinate Romanian officers: “Report on 

 
38 PA AA. R 131023. Acta betreffend. Der rumänischen Militär-Attaché in Berlin. Auswärtige Amt. 
Abschrift ad A 5259, 30 März 1911. Nr. 26. Bukarest, den 25 März 1911. An das königliche 
Kriegsministerium in Berlin. 
39 Ibidem. R 131023. Vezi nr. 853, The Royal Legation of Romania in Germany to the Auswärtige 
Amt, Berlin, 14/27 June 1914; Der k. Geschäftsträger an Auswärtiges Amt, Bukarest, den 2. Juli 1914 
(nr. 32); The Royal Legation of Romania in Germany to the Auswärtige Amt (nr. 2425), Berlin 11/28 
December1914.  
40 AMAE, fonds 71/1914, E2 1918/ vol. 216, Bucharest Peace Treaty. Armistice, leaf 53. 
41 For details, Codruţ Lucinescu, Soviet espionage actions against Romania in the First Interwar 
Decade. The case study of general Ludovic Mircescu, in “Romanian Intelligence Studies Review”, 
19-20/2018, p. 137-146. 
42 National Military Archives in Piteşti (“General Radu Rosetti” Centre for the Study and Preservation 
of Historical Military Archives in Piteşti), fonds General Staff (M.St.M)/Secţia Informaţii, dossier 
94/1907. See the Ministry of War. Minister’s Cabinet. Nr. 147. Major Ioan Rascanu to the General 
Staff. Bucharest, 21 May 1911.  
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the annual war training fire of the 14th Field Artillery Regiment in the firing range 
in Münsigen” or “Report on the shooting school of the German field artillery in 
Jüterborg”43. Of course, if we look back at the battles in the Carpathian passes, it 
seems easy to understand what happened to the technical information provided by 
the military attachés accredited in Germany. The military strength of Germany had 
been known in Bucharest through unrestricted access to conclusive information. 
But what could have been done to avoid defeat? Almost nothing, due to the fact 
that the time was short. At the beginning of the war, there was only a faint hope left 
that Romania’s allies would keep the German troops occupied on other fronts, so 
that their maneuvers would delay their arrival in the Romanian theatre of war. 
These expectations evaporated definitively after the halting of the Brusilov 
offensive towards the end of September 1916. The German field guns arrived 
without hindrance on the Romanian front and caused our infantry immense losses. 
So did the elite German troops used to the heavy battles fought in mountain passes.  

 
Conclusions 

 
Going through the series of changes in the Legation’s personnel scheme 

together with the appointments of honorary consuls, then acknowledging the 
importance of the military attaché’s function, a natural question would finally 
emerge: Did the bureaucratic changes and permutations in the Legation’s 
organization chart reflect the political importance attributed to Germany in modern 
Romania’s pre-war destiny? For the period under discussion, the decisive 
arguments that can confirm such a tendency of synchronization are categorically 
missing. The political efforts of the last Germanophile minister (Alexandru 
Beldiman) sent to Berlin were not reflected at government level in a strategy for 
strengthening the influence of Romanian diplomacy in Germany. The signs of a 
depreciation were not visible from the beginning. The operation of the Legation 
showed no signs of weakness until the outbreak of war. But the efficiency of this 
confusing bureaucratic mechanism remained dependent on the exclusive 
confidence in the person of the minister. The correspondence of the Legation 
reveals the sympathy of the German secretaries of state towards the person of 
Alexandru Beldiman and at the same time, in antithesis, reveals the depreciation of 
his image in the hierarchies of political influence recognized by the Romanian 
government. Aware of Beldiman’s personal influence in German circles, the 
Romanian decision-makers nevertheless avoided removing him from his position 
before the war. They kept him in office, but restricted his power. Through this 
hostile attitude towards the authority of a minister increasingly repudiated in the 
country, the Romanian government unconsciously weakened the very strength of 
the diplomatic representation in the German capital. Close to the war that started in 
Europe, in terms of diplomacy, Paris and London played a pre-eminent role in 

 
43 Ibidem. Fonds M.St.M./ Intelligence Department, dossier 112/1910 (German Army). 
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Bucharest compared to Berlin. The accumulated tension was only noticed in the 
political crisis that eventually prefaced the war. But the military confrontation that 
began in 1916 did not end just the German-Romanian diplomatic relations. It 
actually ended a historical era. Subsequent developments in the first post-war years 
only revealed the significant effort of the former partners to rebuild diplomatic 
relations. All attempts, however, collided with the tragic experience of the war. The 
Berlin legation looked at the time towards a new historical era, reflecting on the 
future while attempting to assume an authentic past. 
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Before the Great War, the Romanian Legation in Berlin represented a privileged 
destination for those who aspired to the higher ranks of Romanian foreign policy. It was 
recommended by the importance of Germany in Romania’s security strategy, the role that 
Berlin occupied among Romania’s allies before the war. The city on the river Spree had 
become a reference capital on the map of Romanian diplomacy, even before the recognition 
of independence. A proper diplomatic agency, the fifth after those opened in 
Constantinople, Paris, Belgrade or Vienna, was in operation since May 1872. The 
complicated negotiations and arrangements accompanying the pro-German policy of King 
Carol I speak of its importance. Until April 17, 1880, when the Diplomatic Legation was 
established, the old agency already covered a wide area of issues, not infrequently 
controversial ones, between the powerful Germany and the ambitious Romania of those 
times. Unfortunately, the complete history of the Legation, from its establishment until the 
severance of diplomatic ties in 1916, remained largely unwritten. Although discovered 
many years ago, through all kinds of laborious “archival investigations”, the history of this 
institution still remains a mystery. Today it is certain that it would deserve a more 
comprehensive historiography. Seen from an administrative point of view, the operation of 
the Legation remains even less known. Perhaps also for the reason that the documents kept 
in various archives generally contain little information, often with an arid content that the 
researchers may be tempted to go through without going in depth. Narratively (following 
the thread of diplomatic correspondence) and biographically (by rediscovering the lives of 
some of the ministers plenipotentiary) important progress has been made in recent years. 
From a military point of view (recounting the activity of the attachés in Berlin) but also 
from a consular one (the geography of the main Romanian consulates in Germany and the 
summary description of their activity) the files reveal new opportunities for successful 
research. This study proposes arguments for a revival of the study of Romanian-German 
diplomatic ties, having as a starting point the diplomatic correspondence (its relation to the 
major topics of European geopolitics before 1914), the bureaucratic and administrative 
operation (the organisational chart, together with the fluctuations taking place at the time) 
of diplomatic offices, the importance of honorary consulate, as well as the meaning of 
delegating military attachés.  
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CDM = Catalogul documentelor moldoveneşti din Arhivele Centrale de Stat, 

Bucureşti, vol. I-V; supl. I. 
CDŢR = Catalogul documentelor Ţării Româneşti din Arhivele Statului, Bucureşti,   

vol. II-VIII, 1974-2006 
Chiron = Chiron: Mitteilungen der Kommission für Alte Geschichte und Epigraphik des 

Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, 1971 
CI = Cercetări istorice (ambele serii) 
CIL = Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, Berlin 
CL = Cercetări literare 
CLRE = Consuls of the Later Roman Empire, eds. R. S. Bagnall, A. Cameron, S. R. 

Schwartz, K. A. Worp, Atlanta, 1987 
CN = Cercetări Numismatice 
CNA = Cronica Numismatică şi Arheologică, Bucureşti 
CSCO = Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, Louvain 
CSEA = Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiae Aquileiensis, Roma, Città Nuova Editrice 
CSEL = Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum, Wien, De Gruyter 
CSPAMI = Centrul de Studii şi Păstrare a Arhivelor Militare Centrale, Piteşti 
CT = Columna lui Traian, Bucureşti 
CTh = Codex Theodosianus. Theodosiani, Libri XVI cum constitutionibus 

Sirmondianis, I, edidit adsumpto apparatu P. Kruegeri, Th. Mommsen, 
Hildesheim, 1970-1971 

Cv.L = Convorbiri literare (ambele serii) 
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„Dacia”, N.S. = Dacia. Nouvelle Série, Revue d'archéologie et d'histoire ancienne, Bucureşti 
DANIC = Direcţia Arhivelor Naţionale Istorice Centrale 
DGAS = Direcţia Generală a Arhivelor Statului 
DI = Diplomatarium Italicum 
DIR = Documente privind istoria României 
DIRRI = Documente privind Istoria României. Războiul pentru Independenţă 
DOP = Dumbarton Oaks Papers 
DTN = Din trecutul nostru, Chişinău 
DRH = Documenta Romaniae Historica 
EB = Études Balkaniques 
EBPB = Études byzantines et post-byzantines 
EDCS = Epigraphik-Datenbank Clauss-Slaby (http://www.manfredclauss.de/) 
EDR = Epigraphic Database Roma (http://www.edr-edr.it/default/index.php) 
EpigrAnat = Epigraphica Anatolica, Münster 
ERAsturias = F. Diego Santos, Epigrafia Romana de Asturias, Oviedo, 1959. 
Gerión = Gerión. Revista de Historia Antigua, Madrid 
GB = Glasul Bisericii 
GCS = Die Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller, Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1897-1969 
GLK = Grammatici Latini Keil 
HEp = Hispania Epigraphica, Madrid 
„Hierasus” = Hierasus. Anuarul Muzeului Judeţean Botoşani, Botoşani 
HM = Heraldica Moldaviae, Chişinău 
HU = Historia Urbana, Sibiu 
HUI = Historia Universitatis Iassiensis, Iaşi 
IDR = Inscripțiile din Dacia romană, Bucurști-Paris 
IDRE = Inscriptions de la Dacie romaine. Inscriptions externes concernant l'histoire 

de la Dacie, I-II, Bucarest, 1996, 2000 
IGLN = Inscriptions grecques et latines de Novae, Bordeaux 
IGLR = Inscripţiile greceşti şi latine din secolele IV-XIII descoperite în România, 

Bucureşti, 1976 
IILPecs = Instrumenta Inscripta Latina. Das römische Leben im Spiegel der 

Kleininschriften, Pecs, 1991 
ILAlg = Inscriptions latines d’Algérie, Paris 
ILB = Inscriptiones Latinae in Bulgaria repertae. Inscriptiones inter Oescum et 

Iatrum repertae, Sofia, 1989 
ILD = Inscripții latine din Dacia, București 
ILN = Inscriptions latines de Novae, Poznan 
ILLPRON = Inscriptionum Lapidarium Latinarum Provinciae Norici usque ad annum 

MCMLXXXIV repertarum indices, Berlin, 1986 
ILS = Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae, 1892 
IMS = Inscriptiones Moesiae Superioris, Belgrad 
IN = „Ioan Neculce”. Buletinul Muzeului Municipal Iaşi 
ISM = Inscripţiile din Scythia Minor greceşti şi latine, Bucureşti, vol. I-III, 1983-1999 
JGO = Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 
JL = Junimea literară 
JRS = The Journal of Roman studies, London 
LR = Limba română 
MA = Memoria Antiquitatis, Piatra Neamţ 
MCA = Materiale şi cercetări arheologice 
MEF = Moldova în epoca feudalismului, vol. I-XII, 1961-2012, Chişinău 
MEFRA = Mélanges de l'École française de Rome: Antiquité, Roma 
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MGH = Monumenta Germaniae Historica inde ab anno Christi quingentesimo usque 

ad annum millesimum et quingentesimum auspiciis societatis aperiendis 
fontibus rerum Germanicarum medii aevi, Berlin 1877- 

MI = Magazin istoric, Bucureşti 
MIM = Materiale de istorie și muzeografie 
MM = Mitropolia Moldovei 
MMS = Mitropolia Moldovei şi Sucevei 
MN = Muzeul Naţional, Bucureşti 
MO = Mitropolia Olteniei 
MOF = Monitorul Oficial al României 
Navarro = M. Navarro Caballero, Perfectissima femina. Femmes de l’elite dans 

l’Hispanie romaine, Bordeaux, 2017. 
NBA = Nuova Biblioteca Agostiniana, Roma, Institutum Patristicum Augustinianum 
NDPAC = Nuovo Dizionario Patristico e di Antichità Cristiane, I, A-E, 2e edizione, 

Marietti, 2006; III, P-Z, 2e edizione, Marietii, 2008 
NEH = Nouvelles études d’histoire 
OI = Opţiuni istoriografice, Iaşi 
OPEL = Onomasticon provinciarul Europae latinarum, vol. I-IV, Budapesta-Viena, 

1994-2002 
PG = Patrologiae cursus completus, Series Graeca, ed. J.-P. Migne, Paris, 1886-1912 
PIR  = Prosopographia Imperii Romani. Saec. I.II.III, editio altera, Berlin. 
PLRE = Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, 3 vol., eds. A. H. M. Jones, J. R. 

Martindale, and J. Morris, Cambridge, 1971-1992 
RA = Revista arhivelor 
RBAR = Revista Bibliotecii Academiei Române, Bucureşti 
RC = Revista catolică 
RdI = Revista de istorie 
REByz = Revue des Études Byzantines 
RER = Revue des études roumaines 
RESEE = Revue des études Sud-Est européennes 
RHP = Die römischen Hilfstruppen in Pannonien während der Prinzipatszeit. I: Die 

Inschriften, Viena 
RHSEE = Revue historique de Sud-Est européen 
RI = Revista istorică (ambele serii) 
RIAF = Revista pentru istorie, arheologie şi filologie 
RIB = Roman Inscriptions of Britain, Londra 
RIM = Revista de Istorie a Moldovei, Chişinău 
RIR = Revista istorică română, Bucureşti 
RIS = Revista de istorie socială, Iași 
RITL = Revista de istorie şi teorie literară 
RIU = Die römischen Inschriften Ungarns, Budapesta 
RJMH = The Romanian Journal of Modern History, Iaşi 
RM = Revista muzeelor 
RMD = Roman Military Diplomas, Londra 
RMM = Römische Militärdiplome und Entlassungsurkunden in der Sammlung des 

Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, Mainz 
RMM-MIA = Revista muzeelor şi monumentelor, seria Monumente istorice şi de artă 
RMR = Revista Medicală Română 
RRH = Revue roumaine d'histoire 
RRHA = Revue roumaine de l’histoire de l’art 
RRHA-BA = Revue Roumaine d’Histoire de l’Art. Série Beaux Arts 
RSIAB = Revista Societăţii istorice şi arheologice bisericeşti, Chişinău 
Rsl = Romanoslavica 
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SAHIR = Studia et Acta Historiae Iudaeorum Romaniae, Bucureşti 
SAI = Studii şi Articole de Istorie 
SCB = Studii şi cercetări de bibliologie 
SCh = Sources Chrétiennes, Paris 
SCIA = Studii şi cercetări de istoria artei 
SCIM = Studii şi cercetări de istorie medie 
SCIV/SCIVA = Studii şi cercetări de istorie veche (şi arheologie) 
SCN = Studii şi Cercetări Numismatice, Bucureşti 
SCŞI = Studii şi cercetări ştiinţifice, Istorie 
SEER = The Slavonic and East European Review 
SHA = Scriptores Historiae Augustae 
SJAN = Serviciul Judeţean al Arhivelor Naţionale 
SMIC = Studii şi materiale de istorie contemporană, Bucureşti 
SMIM = Studii şi materiale de istorie medie, Bucureşti 
SMIMod = Studii şi materiale de istorie modernă, Bucureşti 
SOF = Südost-Forschungen, München 
ST = Studii Teologice, Bucureşti 
StAntArh  = Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica, Iaşi 
T&MBYZ = Travaux et Mémoires du Centre de recherches d’histoire et de civilisation 

byzantines 
ThD = Thraco-Dacica, Bucureşti 
TR = Transylvanian Review, Cluj-Napoca 
TV = Teologie şi viaţa, Iaşi 
ZPE = Zeitschrift für Papyralogie und Epigraphik 
ZSL = Zeitschrift für Siebenbürgische Landeskunde 
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